Education and Publications
IERS is in the business of designing restoration projects, implementing restoration projects, and learning from restoration projects. As a firm we do not wish for these efforts to be a closed loop only within IERS. We are dedicated to sharing our results and techniques in order to improve practices and support restoration efforts beyond our company. To this end, we publish peer-reviewed papers, produce documents, and conduct workshops for clients, non-profit groups, and the general public that focus on improving understanding, encouraging lively dialogue, and ultimately enhancing the environment in which we live.

Specific Services
- Research Publications
- Handbooks and Toolkit Documents
- SWPPP Contractor Trainings
- Residential BMP Trainings
- Erosion Control and Restoration Trainings
- Agency Facilitation

Selected Projects
- Sierra Nevada Yard and Garden Guide
- Ski Area Sediment Source Control Guidelines Program and Handbook
- Nevada Tahoe Bond Act Revegetation Guidelines
- Wolf Creek Community Alliance Monitoring Maps
- Truckee River Watershed Council Contractor Best Management Practices Training
- Sierra College Restoration Oversight and SWPPP Preparation